Collette Gee

Founder of Finding Happily Coaching

www.findinghappily.com | 818.639.2130

Finding Happily
I’m a Relationship Specialist that teaches men and woman how to
create and sustain healthy relationships that begin and end with
SELF. My mission is to teach others how to love harmoniously and
successfully.

Author of relationship book
Finding Happily...No Rules,
No Frogs and, No Pretending”
Now available on Amazon.

Relationship Coach specializing
in healthy relationships, violence
prevention, and conflict resolution.

Available for TV, Radio and
Web interviews.

Huffington Post Contributor for
the United States and Canada.

Keynote Speaker & Presenter for
businesses, groups, and organizations.

Call Finding Happily Coaching for details & bookings:
818.639.2130
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Finding Happily
Dating & Relationship Coach

Prior to Collette’s coaching business, she spent several years working as a healthcare professional in the
mental health industry. Because her passion is helping people, she also actively volunteers for: Peace
Over Violence and the Emerging Leaders Academy.
Collette is also the author of a new relationship book
called: “Finding Happily...No Rules, No Frogs and
No Pretending,” (available on Amazon). She’s a regular Huffington Post Contributor and has recently
appeared on the TLC network new series, ‘Strange
Love’ as the expert Matchmaker and Dating Coach.
In her free time, Collette enjoys traveling, and spending time with her husband, her four children, and
grandchildren.
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Collette Gee

Collette Gee is a Relationship Coach, Author and
Speaker that has helped thousands of people create
and sustain meaningful relationships. After being
married and divorced, then back into a meaningful
relationship, Collette realized that “Happily Ever After” wasn’t an ending, but a journey. Inspired to help
others discover where real love resides, she began her
coaching business, showing people how to truly find
their happily. Her mission is to teach people how to
love harmoniously and successfully.

Finding Happily
No Rules, No Frogs and No Pretending

Collette Gee helps woman take dating and relationships to the next level in her new dating book. Finding Happily: No Rules, No Frogs and No Pretending.
Published by Less is More Press LLC, 2016.
Synopsis: After Collette found herself in another
failed relationship she began reading every dating
and relationship book on the market. She researched
lessons on how to make it past the first date, what to
say and not to say, how to dress, and when and how
to ration out the first kiss. Book after book were filled
with instructions on how to be, and how not to be.
The more she read and compared notes, the stronger the question became: When is it okay to stop pretending? Do women ever get to just be themeselves?
In this cutting edge book called Finding Happily. No
Rules, No Frogs, And No Pretending. Relationship
Expert Collette Gee reveals the true meaning behind
living happily ever after. “Most dating and relationship books inadvertently advise women to follow every tip and trick out there in order to live happily ever
after, “says Collette. “But, the truth is, when it comes
to dating and relationships happily ever after is not an
ending, it’s a journey.”
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Skills/Knowledge
Holistic Coaching: A specialty within coaching, holistic coaching focuses on creating love within and
surrounding the whole individual, using techniques
such as Energy Alignment to reconnect with Spirit
(Spiritual Aspect), lighten emotions (Emotional Aspect), expand perspective and creativity (Mental Aspect), and see what is abundantly available (Physical
Aspect). When all four aspects are in alignment, one
can experience a sense of love and wholeness; gaining
great self-awareness and appreciation for renewed
balance, health and vitality for a fulfilled life.

Keynotes, Breakouts & Training Available

Violence Prevention Specialist helps create healthy
relationships, families and communities free from
sexual, domestic and interpersonal violence in an effort to raise societal awareness about these issues, as
well as to provide concrete tools for reducing the incidence of interpersonal violence by replacing it with
healthy, productive relationships.

S.T.A.R.T. - Self care techniques and relationship
training workshop is an interactive training that includes discussions and exercises designed to teach individuals how to create and sustain healthy relationships be in professional, platonic, family or romantic
relationships.

Certified Neuro-linguistic Programing: NLP is the
study of excellent communication-both within your
self, and with others. NLP stands for Neuro-Linguistic Programming. Neuro refers to your neurology;
Linguistic refers to language; programming refers to
how that neural language functions. In other words,
learning NLP is like learning the language of your
own mind. NLP is not only a set of tools and techniques, it is so much more than that. It is an attitude
and a methodology of knowing how to achieve your
goals and get results.

Writer/Blogger: Online Blogger for Find Your Happily blog and Huffington Post Blog. Shares thoughts,
opinions and expertise around dating and relationships in the 21st century.

Find Your Happily Relationship Training. A 2-Day
Comprehensive Training that will not only teach you
how to get the love & the relationship you’ve always
dreamed of. But also how to live happily ever after
without ends.

Relationship and Money: Your relationships may be
consting you dollars. Learn how to make your relationships work for you, not against you.
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